Special Section on Cryptography and Information Security

This Special Section will be included in the Journal issue of the IEICE Transactions on Fundamentals of Electronics, Communications and Computer Sciences (IEICE Trans. Fundamentals, for short), which will be published in March 2026. The objective of the Special Section is to stimulate research in the area of cryptography and information security. You are strongly encouraged to submit original research papers and/or letters on all practical and theoretical aspects of information security including new research fields: FinTech, cybersecurity, hardware security, automobile security, artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) security, etc.
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Information for Authors

Manuscripts should be prepared according to the guidelines in the Information for Authors available at the IEICE web site “https://www.ieice.org/eng/shiori/mokuji_ess.html”. Manuscript style specifications can be found on the website (Section 3: Manuscript Style Specifications). The number of pages is recommended to be 8 for a PAPER and 2 for a LETTER. Note that for the initial submission of a LETTER, the number of pages excluding References is at most 4. A page has about 900 words. It is not allowed to submit survey papers.

Please read carefully our policy on duplicate submissions available at “https://www.ieice.org/eng/shiori/page2_ess.html#1-3”.

Submission

This special section will accept only papers by electronic submission. Prospective authors are requested to follow carefully the submission process described below.

1. Submit a paper using the IEICE Web site "https://review.ieice.org/regist/regist_baseinfo_e.aspx".
3. Authors must agree to the "COPYRIGHT TRANSFER, ARTICLE PROCESSING CHARGE AGREEMENT, and NOTICES FROM THE IEICE AND PRIVACY POLICY" via electronic submission.
4. If all authors are non-members, the article processing charge for non-members will be applied. We recommend that authors unaffiliated with IEICE apply for membership. For detailed information on the IEICE Membership Application, refer to https://www.ieice.org/eng_r/join/individual_member.html
5. All papers published in or after October 2022 issue are opened to all readers in the world through J-STAGE.

Deadline

The deadline of electronic submissions: March 15, 2025.

Notification

Acceptance or rejection of the submitted papers or letters will be notified to the authors before the middle of August 2025. Please note that if accepted, all authors will be requested to pay for the page charges covering the partial cost of publication. If the page charges have not been paid until the due date, the acceptance will be canceled.
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